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About This Game

Elven Love will let you feel ancient magic on your skin! Immerse into mystical and mysterious worlds of Wood and Moon
Elves.

Despite shared ancestors, both races are different in many ways and falling in love between them is very unusual. For those rare
occasions, they have an ancient ritual of love which must to be done for the reunion of both kin.

In this experience, you will be witnessing ceremony preparations of two elves, connected by the spiritual bond of love.

Features:

Use magical wands to pose the elves, move them and do other interesting activities

High-quality elves models with custom skin solution

Two unique races with individual culture, surroundings etc.

Unique mystical, fantasy atmosphere

Immerse yourself into this experience by completing different puzzles

Watch elves dance with a passion for you
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Title: Elven Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Red Vibe Studio
Publisher:
Red Vibe Studio
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2018
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This game is Dumb Fun.. Worthy successor to Gigantic Army. Pretty much more of everything. Also really cool that you get to
fight the mech from the first game. It did remind me that I miss its shield though :(. I've used this for 5 hours and edited about
60 photos so far. Luckily no issues for me with app crashes that others seem to be having. It's really quick and responsive,

It's easy to use and the results are live as you adjust the controls. There's a lot of preset filters included that you can use as a base
and then make adjustments or add additional effects to.

It's not a top tier editor but you are still getting a lot of options and control in a nice layout.

Quite a few export functions and aspect ratios to choose from when you are done with your images.

Overall the software is great for me but I am disappointed to see so many negative reviews from people who can't get any
support for the bugs and crashes.. Definitely not a game for kids or people with depression. It's a pretty short, but dark game.
Play it with a healty mindset :). Gee where do I begin?

So I booted up this game and noticed there was no audio option... Which was an issue since I was on skype... So right off the bat
I was a little dissapointed. Then once I started the game I noticed that the game was darker than the inside of a cow, and the
brightness option in the game did nothing to fix that.

The phone prompted me to get out of the building, so I started to run. Almost completely blind I moved towards what I believed
was an exit, and I left clicked... The game tabbed me out because it didn't have a mouse lock... I soon after die to god knows
what...

After going to my computer settings and turning up the brightness to almost god level I tried to suffer through the game anyway.
The next objective that I had an issue in was soon after that. It told me to put the memory chip of one computer into another
one, but the first memory chip was hidden in "The second water tank in the restroom." I went in there to look for it, and I broke
all of the water tanks *Instead of just opening them... Because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it?* I didn't see the envelope in any
of the tanks... After walking back and forth aimlessly for a while I went back into there and just spam clicked e on every tank. I
found it... I guess when this guy Mark put a memory card in the second tank in the restroom he also meant he was going to put it
in the girls room....

On a plus note from what I could see the game looks almost good if it was brighter... Except for the monster thing... Which
looked like a dark cloud and when it killed you your screen was just surrounded in the dark cloud and you died.... Oh and the
monster thing glitched out a bit... It attached part of its cloud to a chair and was in the light completely and looked kind of
funny.

Overall... This game was poorly done and I am going to take advantage of the steam refund system.
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Just like Brothers in Arms: Road to Hill 30, Earned in Blood adds more of the same fun and furious tactical shooting action. A
game that rewards tactics as well as good aim, it is possibly the most authentic and true to life WW2 series on the market to
date.

Earned in Blood is told more cinematically than Road to Hill 30, and while it does not offer much new other than a few guns,
the new missions are long, challenging, and cinematic.

Just as good as the original, and well-worth playing.. Wtf happened, i was so looking forward to this game when it first came out
and bought it the day it came out. After playing an hour of it i realized it was awful and not worth $15. I then returned it but
planed to buy it much later when it was updated and overall a playable game (because the game sounded great on paper and had
potential). I have now returned to see if its worth the $15 and shockingly it hasent been updated since i returned it. This game
could have been great but there were so many things wrong with this project from the begining, that made it doomed from the
start. First off charging $15 for this is almost criminal, when i played back in early march (which was the last time it was
updated) it wasnt even worth $1 and im sure still isn't. So there was its biggest problem it was barely finised and not even worth
$1 and the dev charges not $5 not even $10 but $15 for a game that in my opinion wasnt even 10% complete smh. The dev also
said at the time that this game was 66% complete XD that was one of the biggest lies yet and i get it you want to give people
assurance that the game will be complete sooner than later but obviously the game didnt even come close to 66%. Games like
this give early access games a bad name and further show caution you need to have when making an investment in one. I was so
looking forward to this game when it came out but the dev made all the wrong decisions: Criminal price, broken promises, and
lies. If the dev had put more time into making the game playable instead of rushing it out and charging $15 or had just made the
game FTP and get a decent sized player base to get good feedback then this game could have been a hit. So to dan, i suggest
making this game FTP and dont give up on making your dream game come true. If you decide to make it FTP and begin
updating it then i will change this review to thumbs up, but as it stands this is a unfinished, broken, scam game that is so
disappointing.. Bought for Co-Op realized later that it is not couch Co-Op.. I got this product on sale and I'm very happy I did
Add public I wouldn't wanna pay the price for it at this point in time But it is definitely original with a cool story some updated
graphics this could be really something.. Fun game. There are some challenging mechanics which force you conserve how sexy,
egomanical, and kind you are, but you also can't be too unsexy, selfless, or cruel. Maxing out the meters in any direction causes
an instant game over and by the time you get towards the final encounters you might not have enough emotional strength left to
succeed. I got a game over about halfway in with my first playthrough, and my second playthrough I was able to get to and
complete the final breakup with 11\/13 breakups being successful. The 40 minute timer adds another level of stress as I had only
4 minutes left when I beat the game.

It's fast paced, it's fun, it's got challenging (and sexy) minigames.

I'll definitely go for a third playthrough soon, as I think I can complete all the breakups now.. This... This isn't Worms...

It seems to be a cash-grab of the name!

The games are pretty much old-fashioned, dated arcade games with the "character" replaced by a worm, that is all!. I enjoyed
playing this. However, the constant grammar and dialogue issues make it a little frustrating. With PM2 they did an amazing job
with the art and the translations, this was rushed. I think most people would agree that we'd much rather have a quality product
instead of several hastily released ones.
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